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Pressing

volume I, issue 2

monday april 8,96

A Brief History Of
Student News Papers
At RISD.

Did you notice? Quietly, without
hoopla,
a student
newspaper
appeared two weeks ago. Yes
really, honest to God: a RISD
student newspaper. Finally, we
have a publication
that the
Communications Department can
not strangle into propaganda (e.g.
the RISD Views), a genuine route
for students to say what they must.

By Edward P. Clapp
Walk into the back room of the
Library where the over sized books
are.
You'll see a caged area
behind which are copies of RISD
student newspapers from
years
gone past.
I was given permission to
peruse through a few stacks of the
yellowed crumbs and found that
they address many of the same
issues which we confront today. In
fact, aside from the haircuts, the
news papers were all similar
creations to our own Your Name
Here.
While the library only holds a
fraction of the publications which
have existed at RISD, leafing
through them was a pleasant- and
amusing
way
to spend
the
afternoon.
In the past forty to fifty years
the school has run four different
student publications. The library,
however, was only able to produce
two at the time I visited the stacks.
The RISD Voice was the first paper
I was able to get my hands on.
The period which this periodical
ran seemed to be from
1985 to
1990. The Voice's structure was
recognizable: Newsprint tabloid
sized, 8-16 pages with a sporadic
frequency
seeming to average
somewhere within the range of 5 or
6 issues per year depending upon
the editorial staff.
While the
layout was
very clean
and
graphically appealing, the articles
published seemed very safe in
comparison to it's predecessors.
The contents included feature
articles, a calendar of events, a
fair
amount
of
photography,
illustrations and a variety of
comics.
The
publication
which
preceeded the RISD Voice was the
Inc. Press, Inc. A Newspaper For
The RISD Community. Much more
Pressing
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Now, two weeks after the first
issue, this- issue two— emerges.
Meeting this biweekly deadline
will be essential in establishing our
reliability. At this stage, however,
the
paper
is
still
under
construction. Neither mature nor
refined, its insides are hanging out.
Hence, for the privilege of holding
this paper in your hand now, you
must tolerate a work in progress, in
all its mess and inconvenience.
But this is good, because seeing
the paper at its most formative
stage
offers
you
the
rare
opportunity
to
influence
its
direction.
Currently we have no reliable
funding source. We have no banner
design, no layout, no look and feel.
We do not have a name even
(though we best get one quick
before the impotent "Your Name
Here" adheres permanently). But
even in its premature birth, this
paper will provide an immediate
and powerful answer to the
i communications
vacuum
on

Your Name Here means No Name Yet
WE NEED A NAME!
Write suggestions on our canvas in
the Mail Room
Then come vote:
MONDAY APRIL 15, 6:30 pm
Upper balcony of the Met

MEET TONIGHT!
And every Monday: 6:30 in t he Met

WRITE! WRITE! WRITE!
Submit to box E8 by Thursday 5-11
See page 2 for details

THIS ISSUE:
The content of this publication is
determined exclusively by students
and is in no way endorsed by the
Rhode Island School of Design, its
trustees or its employees. So there.

A RISD Newspaper
Under Formation!

Journalism
p 1 through 6
Letters to the Editor
p 7
Calendar of Events
p 10 through 11
Literature and Art
p 1 2 through 20
Classifieds
next issue. Submit yours to
Box E8 by Thurs 4-11

Formation continued on page ' a-

RISD On Ice
By Rebecca Leber and
Amy Honchell
Seniors are plagued by a
string of stressful issues as they
prepare to graduate.
Will my
Degree Project be finished in time
for my show? Will there be life
after RISD? Will anyone hire me
based on my prowess with an
exacto knife? Now the graduating
class of 1996 has another worry to
add to their list: why are they
graduating in the ice hockey arena
of the most conveniently located
ivy league school instead of the
Providence Performing Arts Center
(PPAC)? This has raised more
than a few hairs on some seniors'
On Ice continued on page
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We are searching for a name, a title, an identity!
You could be the person who brings our search to an end! We want
something snappy, creative, funny, whatever... Your Name Here
needs vou!
Look for the canvas posted in the Mail Room and let us see your suggestions. All RISD
students faculty and staff are invited to contribute their titles to the contest. We will be voting
on the title at our next meeting, Monday, April 15th at 6:30 pm in the MET.

Submit:

Sound Journalism—
tips on preserving your editor's sanity

Articles, Ideas, Creative Writing,
Letters, Artwork, Classified,
Announcements, Anything Else.

1

No napkins or crumpled loose leaf paper, please
submit your piece on Mac compatible disk.

2

Stick to your deadlines: graphics people cannot
layout the paper without all the edited text on
hand.

"Your Name Here" accepts submissions of all sorts
on an ongoing basis. To have your articles published
in the next issue, we must receive it by the time the
mail room closes on Thursday, April 11th.

Leave submissions in
RISD BOX# E- 8
All submissions must be accompanied by a name,
box # and phone #. Submissions may be printed
anonymously but we have to know who you are.
Please submit a hard copy along with a disk
(preferably Microsoft Word).
We have weekly staff meetings which are open to
the public every Monday night at 6:30 in the balcony
dining area of 'the MET' (formerly known as the
Refectory.) If you are interested in contributing,
please drop by!

Got Something To Advertise?
An apartment, a bike, a car, a
couch, a poor helpless kitten?
Advertise it here. There's no
better place to do it! Put the
info in Box E-8. Get rid of it!

Proof your work— sp elling and grammar have not
yet gone out of style. Your editors are there for
minor, general problems, not to rewrite your piece.
Hand in a beauty, and earn appreciation and cool
new assignments in the future.
4

Make your research thorough. Journalism is a
creative process with facts as its backbone. That's
what makes it a little tricky. Be objective, and if
you must state your opinion, make it credible with
detailed and logical argument.

5

Almost any piece is more effective with quotes to
back it up. Any lengthy interview should be
recorded on a hand-held tape recorder to insure
accuracy.

6

If you have a passion or concern, then this is the
topic for you to write about. However, before you
get started, contact the editor for advice and to
schedule a deadline for your submission.
Your editors are:
Edward Clapp, editor in chief
Amy Honchell, Deputy Editor
Grace Sheikh, Literary Editor
All editors can be reached through Box E8

Good Luck, Kiddoes!
-Anonymous

Due to insufficient funding, we were not able to print enough
copies of this publication for the entire community. As a
result, only odd numbered RISD boxes received a copy. If
there are any departments that wish to contribute to the
funding of this publication, please contact Edward Clapp at
RISD box E-8. We apologize for the inconvenience.

i

Luther's Leftovers
I was pleased as punch when the
folks at Your Name Here asked me
to contribute a column on cooking
and eating. I will try in the next
few issues to offer you some of my
favorite recipes that are easy and
tasty. Today I thought I'd offer a
pair of down home favorites.
For my Christian friends who are
depriving themselves on religious
grounds I offer this tried and true
fish dinner straight from
my
mama's kitchen: Pan Fried Trout
and Hot Water Cornbread. Now, I
have to tell you, back home we
were more often eating crappie or
bluegill than trout, but like all
cooks with a lick of sense I've
tried to adapt to the vagaries of the
local market. So, first you need to
decide how much cornbread you
want. I'd suggest a half cup of
cornmeal per person. Add salt to
taste. Then slowly add enough
boiling water till the cornmeal
thickens to about the consistency
of a good bowl of grits (or oatmeal
for you Northern heathens). Now
set that aside and heat up some
shortening in a skillet, enough to
cover the bottom of the skillet an
inch or so deep. Then take a filet
of trout, rinse it lightly under cold
water and roll it in some cornmeal
in which you've mixed up some
salt and pepper and a dash or two
of hot sauce. When the melted
shortening's hot enough to pop a
drop of water, carefully lay your
fish in the skillet. Then add a
splash of milk to your cornmeal.
The cornmeal mixture should be
thick enough to hang on a spoon.
Drop spoonfuls of it in your skillet,
being careful not to overfill it.
After the cornbreads
begin to
brown on one side, carefully flip
them over. When the fish is fully
browned on one side flip it over.
Now be careful and don't overcook
the fish - you want the inside nice
and flaky.

While you're fixing this dish you
are likely to become parched and
in need of some liquid refreshment.
This libation is perfectly for those
spring nights we are experiencing
and the traditional drink of the first
great event of spring - the
Kentucky Derby. There is a long
and torturous history of the mint
julep which has led to the heresies
of mint julep flavored syrup and
even bourbon pre-flavoured with
mint. Now, listen to your Uncle
Luther - such heresies are akin to
mortal sins! Shun those who
suggest such improper measures!
Banish them with much ceremony
from your hearth and home! The
proper preparation of a mint julep
is delicate, but within reach of all.
What you want is the aroma of the
mint, not its overpowering flavour,
and the slightest hint of sweetness.
First, frost a number of glasses in
the freezer.
Gather some fresh
mint. Dissolve a few tablespoons of
sugar in a large mug of water. Take
a 10 or 12 choice leaves of mint
and put them in that sugar water
and bruise them with a back of a
spoon. Set that aside for at least
ten minutes and crush up a bunch
of ice. Fill each of your frost
glasses with ice, packed in firmly.
Now comes the delicate part:
drizzle ever-so-slowly a tablespoon
or so of the mint infused sugar
water (it'll depend on how sweet
you like your julep). Again, everso-slowly drizzle the best bourbon
you can afford over that ice, filling
the glass. Stick a sprig of mint in
each and enjoy.
Now of course, Uncle Luther wants
to admonish those who are under
the legal age for the consumption
of alcoholic beverages to avoid
them and never get behind the
wheel of car, boat, or jetplane
while intoxicated. That's just plain
sense.
Until next issue, friends, keep
those home fires burning bright.

This is our comment about Communication at RISD. This
paper has been on the backburner of the RISD brain now it is
passed from head to hand. It was an idea, now it is an idea
machine; an outlet of opinions and thought inciting action.
Sarah Strauch, Ceramics '98.

On Ice...
continued from page -Ji
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backs.
Much of the general dismay
that accompanies this question is
rooted in the rumor mill. No one
knows what the story is, they only
know that they are pissed! Many
seniors find the idea of graduating
in a sports arena the antithesis of
their RISD careers.
Numerous
students have complained that the
unappealing decor of an athletic
facility
is
an
unsatisfactory
backdrop for their graduation
photographs. Who decided Mehan
Auditorium would be better than
the PPAC as a setting for the end
of our art school careers? Your
Name Here is able to bring you
some answers to the questions
surrounding the graduation issue.
To find out what is really
going on, we talked to Blair de
StCroix in the Office of Student
Life. He explained the traditional
graduation ceremony has been
displaced
by
a
matinee
performance
at
the
PPAC.
According to de StCroix, RISD
asked if the show could be
canceled or moved to a later time,
but the PPAC refused.
RISD
requested to buy the show outright.
They said no. Finally, RISD asked
if a temporary stage could be built
in front of the stage being used for
the show, but that idea was
rejected. De StCroix stresses the
college
made
no
conscious
decision to change the location of
graduation.

On Ice...
When the reservation was
canceled by the PPAC, RISD's
graduation committee approached
the Providence Civic Center, the
Convention Center, and Great
Woods,- none of which were
available to us. "We recognize the
students' concern [about Mehan],"
adds de StCroix, "but there is no
alternative in the area." The RISD
farm was a consideration, but with
no accommodations to house the
ceremony in the event of rain, it
was not a feasible option. The
decision was made to hold the
graduation ceremony in Brown
University's Mehan Auditorium.
In true RISD style, the
committee has been exploring
creative solutions to the problem
they were faced with. "We're not
moving graduation from
one
location
to
another,
we're
redefining it," says de StCroix,
RISD has always done graduation
differently, so it makes sense to
create
a
new
concept
of
graduation."
According to de
StCroix they've decided to, "Look
at the space and say, 'how do we
develop the space and utilize it to
its best potential?'
[We are
discussing how to] develop a
graduation that is 'more RISD' something
more
performance
based,
with
processionals."
Although
nothing
has
been
finalized, some of the possibilities
for this year's graduation are:
displaying flags from the homes of
people in the RISD community,
photography corrals near the stage,
departmental representation, grand
processionals
and
concession
venders in the stands. Work is also
being done on lighting and stage
construction.
One appeal of the Mehan
Auditorium is its seating capacity.
The minimum required for RISD
graduation is 3,500 seats, which
the hockey rink more than covers.
This means that there will be fewer
restrictions on the number of guests
each graduate can invite, and
students receiving their MFA's will
be able to have guests. In the end,
graduation may not be what many
students originally envisioned, but
it may
be unlike
anything
previously imagined.

Pressing...
continued from page 1
'artsy' than the publication that
followed it, the Inc. Press, Inc.
follows a similar format and
addresses similar concerns but with
much more of a flair to its writing.
Two
things
that
I
noticed
immediately about this publication
were the type and the price. It's
not difficult to recognize that the
Inc. Press, Inc. was produced before
the ever mighty computer came
to power. The use of a type writer
coupled with a really keen sense of
graphic
placement
using
interesting, if not obscure images
made this publication much more
comfortable to look at.
The
twenty-five
cent
cost
was
something that I didn't expect.
Apparently, the "Inc. Press,
Inc." printed during a very difficult
time here at RISD.
This may
have been the reason for it's brief
existence, running only from early
1978 to May of 1979. Throughout
the few issues I found were articles
addressing the union negotiations,
faculty strikes and student unrest
under a president who is made out
to appear less than capable of
heading an institution of RISD's
caliber. Some of the illustrations
and political cartoons in the Inc.
Press, Inc., while oddly amusing,
are soiled with sarcasm and
vehement criticism on an array of
issues ranging from
the social
ineptitude of the average RISD
student to the inability of a Fine
Arts Instructor to speak
in
complete sentences. Of course, I
dare not leave out the direct and
unrelenting
criticism
(and
sometimes mockery)
of then
president, Lee Hall.
The eye-opening introduction
that I had to the Inc. Press, Inc. was
the very first article I read.
In
Volume 1, Issue 3, dated February
12, 1979, the Editor in Chief Mara
Kalnins rips on the RISD student
population for their ignorance of
their surroundings and the events
happening in the environment they
are directly involved in. She ends
her address with the following: "I
find this social silence, this nonreaction [to
the
publication]
deafening...The newspaper, and

then again life in general is not
meant to be created for you, it's
meant to be created by you." Go
get 'em Mara!
By far the most exciting
publication I came across was the
infamous (or what ought to be
infamous) RISD Press.
Though the library didn't
know what I was talking about
when I asked to see back issues of
the RISD Press, a few teachers
were able to contribute their
personal collections for my perusal.
Just like the others, the RISD Press
appears on tabloid sized newsprint,
wavering between 8 and 16 pages
per issue. Though probably still
generated from a type writer the
RISD Press comes off as being a
bit more refined in appearance
then Inc. Press, Inc., yet not the
polished version of a news journal
that the RISD Voice is.
If you ever speak to alumni
and they tell you tall tales of 'how
much more fun* they'd had here in
their days: believe them. These
were those days.
The copies that I have are
from the period of 1973 to 1975.
I've been told that the RISD Press
ran for a solid thirteen years before
it was finally chopped by good 'ol
Lee Hall.
I'm guessing that the
printing period was from the late
60's straight through the 70's. We
need not recap that fabulous era,
but for a real good time flip
through some old copies of the
RISD Press to get an idea. For
instance:
a review of the first
"KISS" album, photographs of
Tina Weymouth and the other
"Talking Heads" prior to their
stardom gettin' down in the Tap
Room
during one of their
extravagant theme dances.
It's
clear to see that the editors, writers
and readers of the RISD Press had
a damn good time doing it.
The
utter existence of a regular section
titled
"RISD
After
Dark"
highlighting
the
hedonism
characteristic of 1970's RISD
nocturnes, puts current day RISD
social life to shame, never mind
reporting on it.

Pressing...
One particularly interesting
author(s?) is an individual going
by the pseudonym of Sagittarius I,
II and IE. This anonymous writer
had no reservations about writing
the first thing which came to mind.
Often ridiculing gallery exhibits
and having 'literal' fun with other
sensitive
issues:
"Late
last
Saturday afternoon, the gracious
portals of the Woods-Gerry mansion
opened to accommodate a wedding
of a helpful and active RISD alumna.
These same portals were damaged
several hours later when a member
of the reception- an inebriateshoved another guest through one of
the glass doors at the entrance.
Sharp fragments flew in several
directions and one of the pieces cut
the hand of the aggressor...! am
going to stop here. Three days ago
there were another six pages to the
above : reviewing the shows (which
really aren't that interesting this
week), condemning the wedding and
complaining that the college, the
museum, and the administration had
irrecincably
trifurcated.
All
because of a little broken glass and
an
angry
gallery
director.
Wintersession has really gotten to
me. I hate the fucking thing." Sagittarius II (RISD Press, February
8, 1974). Believe it or not- it is
rumored that one of the notorious
Sagittarians still remains amongst
us as a staff member and a
legend.
Aside from
the explicit art
work, photography and nature of
commentary in the RISD Press
there certainly was a serious side.
In most every issue were reports
from the Student Board keeping
students informed, active and
concerned. Dare I not mention the
uprising
of
the
Lee
Hall
administration, the faculty strikes
and union negotiations.
These
issues
were
reported
and
elaborated upon complete with
characateurs and illustrations. It is
this brutal honesty which is said to
have lead to the demise of the
publication under Dr. Hall's heavy
fist.
The last publication which I
was informed of was The Block
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Print. Though I haven't seen an
actual issue, Liberal Arts Professor
Mike Fink was able to lend his
knowledge of
its
existence.
Apparently The Block Print ran
from the fifties
into the sixties.
The publication
ended
under
President
Bush
Brown's
Administration.
Seemingly
President Brown grew fearful of
student opinion. The late sixties
were a time of war and students
across the country became wary of
most every form of government. In
our quiet hamlet of Providence,
RISD students made clear their
questioning of authority by directly
attacking
the
school's
administration.
Now
that
we've
gone
backwards, it's time to go forward.
The
new student
publication
(which still doesn't have a damn
name) is under way and ready to
take
RISD
into
the
next
millennium. The message which
the history of student publications
at RISD transmits is for everyone
who reads this article, whether a
student, a writer, editor, advisor or
administrator...be patient, and be
persistent.
The need for communication
and community at RISD is
essential; something which has
been a soft spot for decades. No
newspaper can serve as a panacea
for the good of all, but the proper
means to communicate has always
been a priority.
Professor Fink and I had a
brief phone conversation regarding,
amongst other things, the reason
why student publications have
failed in the past.
While it is
important to convey information,
enjoy oneself and present a
dialogue it is equally important to
do it properly.
Mike Fink stresses patience is
the key. "I don't care how badly
you fuck up, it's a student
newspaper, let it be." It's not a
student's responsibility to produce
a New York Times every week, nor
is a student capable.
"Great
genius lies in amateurism. As we
become professional we become
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stupider," explains Fink, "there is
a stamp of the human soul, a rag
tag
quality
in
a
student
newspaper". It is this rag-tag-ness
that is lost when we become too
machined.
Over the years there
have been notions that a news
journal should be produced by a
paid staff of administrators, in a
strong move to make everything
smooth and polished. To that end,
one will get exactly what RISD's
got—the self masturbatory full color
RISD Views, which, while not
aimed at the student, falls far from
the interests of the immediate
RISD family tree.
On the flip side there is a
certain responsibility to be taken
by the individuals that back a
student publication.
A student
newspaper often acts as a place for
students to blow off steam and
really take a shot at someone.
There is a tactful way to approach
everything while still conveying
the vehemence and urgency of the
issue.
Professor Fink expressed
that there is nothing noble in
attacking innocence and best
attempts.
The important thing is that the
news journal be focused on
producing positive results by any
means which it finds suitable. At
the same time it has to be
understood that the community is
the audience. At RISD, the
community is vast, to satisfy it
entirely is a hell of a task, all that
can be expected is that such an
effort only tries as hard as it can to
do that as fairly...and enjoyably as
possible.
Mike Fink, Jonathan Highfield and
Liisa
Silander
contributed
information to this article.

YOUR
AI>
HERE
Advertise in this publication:
1/8 1/4 or 1/2 pages
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Got the Financial Aid blues?? Well then....

With this coupon, you could get

$10,000 off your tuition.

It's fast, it's easy, and most of all IT'S FUN!

You won't find this offer anywhere else!So act NOW!
Advertise in this publication: 1/8 1/4 or 1/2 pages. There's no better place.

Formation...
campus.

continued from page 1

So what do we have?
We have a team of about
twenty journalists and editors, and
one faculty advisor- Jonathon
Highfield.
Editor-in-Chief and initiator,
Edward Clapp, oversees. Deputy
Editor Amy Honchell, will edit any
articles and columns you might
submit, while Grace Sheikh will
edit your literary submissions.
Christine Knof is currently
designing the future layout of this
paper as her Graphic Design
degree project. Her designs will be
implemented this fall, so keep your
eyes peeled.
How did this come into existence?
Edward Clapp, a senior in
painting, and Grace Sheikh, a
sophomore, began organizing this
paper months ago. They arranged a
faculty
sponsor
in
Jonathon
Highfield, an English instructor in
Liberal Arts, then secured funding
for this semester through Student
Board. Ed feels that lack of
communications is at the root of
all problems on RISD campus; so
largely due to his diligence, we
have the first student-determined
newspaper on RISD campus in
nearly 15 years.

What lies ahead?
Within days, we must secure a
name; possibilities include Pulp,
the Unblinking Eye, and Garlic.
Hurry with your input, because we
will decide soon.
To stabilize our existence, we
need
to
negotiate
workstudy
positions for the Editor-in-Chief
and the Deputy Editors, we need a
bunch of competent people who
aren't going to graduate this June;
and we need an alternative funding
source- Academic Affairs, the
President's office, or the division of
Fine Arts, perhaps? To insure that
we stay alive in the event of
withdrawal of College funding,
however,
we
must
consider
external revenues— i.e., advertising.
A name, workstudy, underclass
leadership, and reliable funding
must all be secure by the
conclusion of the semester.
What will be our content?
We'll publish feature articles,
literature, classifieds, cartoons and
upcoming events (mirroring the
function of Juice, in hopes that
someday we might fuse our
efforts). We will also host several
columns, including "To Hack":
how to incorporate science into
your education by vigilante means,
and Kicked and Kickin'": reviews
of RISD parties and events.

Please allow me to suggest a few
future articles:
A column translating the endless
stream of esoterica that flies
through your box; investigations of
Secret
Plots
of
the
RISD
Administration; portrayal of the on
going soap opera of Computers and
Network Services, and finally,
clarifying the rumors that fly
around RISD more abundantly than
critters do through Goya's head.
But don't let me tell you what to
do. Make up your own goldurn
column! Remember, now is the
time to influence the evolution of
this paper, so grasp your passion
and write it up.
We meet every Monday, 6:30 pm,
upper balcony of the Met.
Write well and I'll
Monday.
SincerelyDavy
Dinosaurs.

see

you

of

the

Jc.

Jc
u.

Jc.
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If you are scheduled to graduate from RISD on Saturday, June 1,1996, pMme that any
financial obligations have been satisfied. Prompt payment of all outstanding debts to the College will
ensure that your graduation will go smoothly, otherwise you will miss the ice-skating.

MAJOR EVENT!!

Float Down the Canal
on Saturday May 4 in the
"What Floats" Race. It's part
of Spring Splash, an afternoon
of fun activities, prizes, food,
music, and dancing, schedualed
to take place at Waterplace Park
from 3-7pm. The Student
Activities Office is looking for
people to volunteer as face
painters, mask makers, and
caricaturists! Contact them if
your interested!

Want Some Money?
The Providence Bookstore Cafe
is looking for RISD students to
display and sell artwork through
their bar/restaurant/book store
atmosphere. Call Lane Johnson
(521-5336) for more info.

DIAMANDA GALAS
is coming to the RISD
auditorium May 16&18
NO JOKE! It's amazing!
call 331-2695 for tickets.
Wanted - Expensive Mountain
Bike. Prefer the $700-$800 type.
Please leave unlocked in front of
Mem Hall Thursday, April 4th,
2:00-2:01 pm.
REMEMBER, LOCK YOUR
BIKE ALWAYS. IT ONLY
TAKES A MINUTE.

Shuttle and Escort Services
The Security Department would
like to remind all members of the
RISD Community to utilize the
RISD Shuttle and Brown Shuttle
and Escort Service (863-1778).

II
Advertise in this publication: 1/8 1/4 or 1/2 pages
-

Letters to the Editor
Congratulations on your publication. As a writer myself, I
find it very frustrating not having a venue to express myself.
There is an interesting writers group (especially crowded with
young people) which meets every Tuesday Night at 8:30 at
Books On The Square, 471 Angell Street. Students are
encouraged to share their work with other writers.
Good luck!

Caryl Traugott

Industrial Design Department

Congratulations on the appearance of "Your Name Here!" It
is wonderful to welcome your attempt to create a RISD
community vehicle for the broad exchange of information
and ideas. We all need to communicate better (and more
often). I hope your news journal can be that vehicle which
brings us all closer together, and I hope we can help you
toward sustained success. Best regards.
Roger Mandle
President

.

CONGRATULATIONS! As Emerson said on reading
Whitman's manuscript Leaves of Grass: "I greet you at the
dawn of a great career."
RISD Needs you-Thanks
Cathy Seigel
English Department

Since I began working here in 1991,1 have been appalled by
the amount of paper used. My favorite saying is: "I've never
seen a place that can pass so much paper and send so little
information." In the beginning, I got annoyed with faculty
who didn't seem to ever read their mail. After a while, I
began to sympathize with them! I have developed a personal
policy of trying not to send faculty a memo unless it is
absolutely necessary. I also try to get two or three memos
to a sheet of paper to avoid wasting paper. I am strongly
interested in what you are trying to do and would be most
interested in offering my support.
Kathy DiNapoli
Administrative Assistant
Architecture and Design
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Scientistic
by Seth Cooper
Slip into hot moisture,
I will dip my feet and hands in the whole tub of it
Eye dropper, in the end of it is where I am now,
all curled up.
Pinch the black bulb for me.
Get out the
last drip of me onto a
microscope slide.
Tiny salad on a glass rectangle,
and there I am,
arms and legs stretched and bent
like as if I were Michael Jackson not moving,
but stuck in one position,
whatever's most comfortable.
I'm not going to finish this poem
because I have to go look at something
under the microscope.
I'm supposed to be writing about love or death or
the sea, but I really only care about
robots and technology and bacteria,

Skin
by Seth Cooper
Here's something that's absolutely true.
When I bought my tee-vee and my vee-cee-ar,
both appliances were
covered in several tight layers of real skin.
I had to cut it at thejop,
and pull the stretchy, pinky membranes
over and off
the tee-vee and vee-cee-ar.
There was skin even wrapped around
the power cords.
The whole process took me three hours.
There was some liquid that was milky
between the 2nd and 3rd layers.
Underneath
were two factory-fresh machines.
Their unused circuits
had that electronic aroma.

but you're going to see,
when I get around to it,
something really important on the page,
really soon, I swear.

(Untitled)
by Mark Soltysiak
To the respectful member of congress, Gerald Solomon (Republican, New York):
in reference to the repeal of the Assault Weapon Ban,
you are a

Fucking ASSHOLE
Yours truly,
Mr. Mark Allen Soltysiak

Chick Embryo 10 days

Chick Embryo 15 days

Chick Embryo 20 days
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Bag Lady
by Caryl Traugott
Red-bag Bag Lady,
Rag Lady
Scullery maid of the streets
scouring for Susan B. Anthonys and pennies.
Skin-heads scorn you,
Merchants abhor you,
Safely cocooned from the winter winds,
fur-coated matrons look the other way,
thinking "Thank God it is you and not them."
where your last shred of dignity
will be violated by irreverent
Oliver Twists gone awry and
Artful Dodgers who
snatch tatters and
pick pockets,
You shy away,
crouching in gutters like a missed spare bowling ball,
Bag lady
with dirty gray hair
wrinkled pain-wracked body
loveless,
hopeless,
homeless.
Not by choice,
the only true environmentalist,
You recycle everything.
"Hey, brother, can you spare a dime?"

PEASANT WomAW

VINCENT VAfJ G o&H

(Untitled)
by Mark Soltysiak
so gettin' down to it
the first place I ever made out with a girl
was in this firetruck
man it was something else
welcome to that world,
you climbed that first hill,
you got to be somebody else after that,
being special
and you didn't even know why.
And maybe that was the best shit about
everything,
you know, maybe its all good
when you become somebody else,
stepping out of your shoes,
just stepping out
you say,
you say now,
you say ya next,
now I am somebody else,
with a hilter pose in front of the mirror,
now I am that person I want to be
and I'm going to say it,
right here and right now
alone in front of this mirror
and you know what else,
there ain't nothing wrong with dreaming.

m
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Snapping With Two P's
by Grace Sheikh
I turn it on and off like societies remote control.
Children learning discipline,
waving imagination...
...Good-bye....
A wise man,
with old blue eyes..taught me freedom.
Destroying fear,
tidy and clean,
organized...uninspired.
Grabbing my body and pulling my soul,
molested by his eyes in mine,
back arched,
head seeking space,
coming closer,
kissed lips...smiled...whispered,
"Go on then, have your freedom, go on, have it.'
That was all,
Truth unsnapped my seatbelt,
blurred reception,
a flashlight bleeding inspiration.
Blister
by Grace Sheikh
The radiator sucks jelly,
a straw with wheels in cereal,
water screaming,
blowing a shiny red whistle,
lying breathless,
the radiator ticking,
bold but heartless.
Sniffing dead rodents,
He's afraid,
butter drips down eggshells,
and chewing grease dry,
the window of humiliation,
a tease of skill running on booze
and boobs,
cooler than a freezer door...he is..
Time brushed the red dog house,
the opening door is a freezer door,
the radiator patiently ticking

(Untitled)
Dante Ortiz

(aHAcSL S* C\M

Cold drafts, in winded
steam clammed skin, wanting
breath
corner hole dugout flowing caffeine
Scandinavian Tanzanian Zimbabwe
Brazil
Old World
Bravo Blend
feel for chair in air
of sauna
Chatter whispers someone talking
someone's ear off
fashion bound hipsters
black nails
pale anorexic figures anchored in funk
boys painting shirts on other boys
while ripping cords
drum steady over an over riffs
songs turned screams and whines
understanding views
with a hush muffled somewhere
behind everyone with look away eyes
I've come seeking
looking pries
at the ones matching up
a quick flutter, beaty, shifty eyed
or the one who cries
everyone a flickering flame
even brewing lively shakers with hidden
shames, wanna play
looking games

PISCES
MAN RAY
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Blind Venus Inside Babel
by Dante Ortiz
Colors in movement
concave convex she's dark
above skyline
light striped purple
layered red blue
curving emerald illumination

behold Venus
Large fire eyes
cool the city
its all feelings atmosphere
perpetrating orbits
circle rippling tragic star
colored in what you are
as tall yellow trees
glow bulbs punctuate horizon
her figure draws the city
every curve outlined
beautiful black
can't be stained
necklaced at waist underlying breasts
choke thin neck smooth stem
blossoming dark watered green lips
held
mood of vibrant city
She tower's
tight packaged rowed chimney stacked
box places striped as sky
fenced red to bring in yellows nextdoor
all splendid kids creation, pure innocent pulsation
bright round bubbling true light
season textured orange flowing streets field it all

Venus you doll

young bold boys dream your call
dark body
color me
color me
destroy thrash ASH burn it all

body beliefs sex... and

the city next

KVDE W oMAtJ IN A
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A Wedge of Allegiance
by Grace Sheikh
Its a campaign
to campaign
the campaigning
of campaigners
campaigning for first
campaigners he to society,
society eats the shit like Halloween candy,
and they can't learn from the past,
and I don't think they R fit
to decide the lives of the few surviving.
Bush and Quayle may not have failed,
if only they could spell potato.
The Gulf War occurred,
for loss of words,
and Mr. President brought Mortal Kombat
to life.
You scored your points and killed souls,
for the home of the free and the brave.

And Clinton,

well, he was too stoned to answer my call,
but I talked to his wife, Hilary,
who was planning our futures,
based on the soap "All my Children".
...The good old polluted USA,

home of the free and the brave:
FREEDOM OF RELIGION, SPEECH AND
THE PRESS,
The Bible is bullshit, Fuck You Mr. President,
this poem will not be fucking published...
RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS,
If you have a permit associated with the
government let's kill everyone and anyone!
HOUSING OF SOLDIERS,
You can't come in,
the government calls the shots,
pun extremely intended...
SEARCH AND ARREST WARRANTS,
Probable cause is when Dunkin' Donuts is
out of jelly filled donuts
RIGHTS IN CRIMINAL CASES,
(Continued on next page)
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(from previous page)
You have no rights son....You're a
so involved....
burn-out junkie
TERMS OF THE PRESIDENT AND
RIGHTS TO A FAIR TRAIL,
AND CONGRESS,
Too bad the judge was in a bad mood
also known as "The lame duck amendment"...
and the jury was all WASP
this allows the president to screw the
RIGHTS IN CIVIL CASES,
the country for as long as possible...
take it to judge Wapner,
REPEAL OF PROHIBITION,
he's a tough guy...
the drunker they are, the more apt they are to
BALLS, FINES , AND PUNISHMENTS,
to believe our bullshit...
More money....more money....more money,
LIMITATION OF PRESIDENTS TO TWO
Who cares anyway? You're in jail and nobody
TERMS,
can hear you...
we all want a chance to pin the tail on the donkey
RIGHTS RETAINED BY THE PEOPLE
because we know asses so well...
so the people will keep quiet and accept their
SUFFRAGE IN THE DISTRICT OF
government as is
COLOMBIA,
POWERS RETAINED BY THE STATES AND
alright, alright, just keep your mouths shut!...
THE PEOPLE,
POLL TAXES,
The states and governments control people anyway..
More money...more money...more money
LAWSUITS AGAINST STATES,
You have to pay in order to take part?....
I live in Florida and you live in Ohio. I fucked you,
PRESIDENTIAL DISABILITY AND
but you can't sue me....
SUCCESSION,
ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT AND VICEsometimes presidential officials can't he
PRESIDENT,
anymore, so they need another to fill the spot
the biggest bullshitter wins...
SUFFRAGE FOR 18 YEAR OLDS,
ABOLITION OF SLAVERY,
hopefully you'll believe our shit at your age,
now it is just a big secret Hey who knew?
and thank God for this one, because you may
CIVIL RIGHTS,
understand what is really going on
You can do what we do, but we will treat
There it is,
you like shit anyway, and believe me, we'll
citizens of the USA,
never let you forget it...
The Constitution and what it means,
NEGRO SUFFRAGES,
Don't be afraid,
You have the rights to be citizens, you
You won't feel a thing.
lucky folks! But we haven't decided on
the qualification of voters yet, please
wait in the back of the bus until we come to
a conclusion
INCOME TAXES
More money...more money....more money...
Hey!! What do we get?!?
DIRECT ELECTION OF SENATORS,
we lie, cheat, steal, but society is dumb
enough to believe us...
PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR,
we'll make you wait until we think you are
old enough to handle it....besides that's more
for us anyway...
WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
things would be a lot easier if penis' weren't

PHOTO eY:
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